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Let G be a graph with K(G) = h. A vertex u of G is called K-critical if K(G-u) = h -1. 
Generalizing a resuh of Chartrand, Kaugars and Lick and one of Hamidoune, respectively, we 
prove: (1) If G(G)>$h - 1, then G contains at least h + 1 +c(h) non-r-critical vertices, where 
IS(~) = 0 if h is odd and e(h) = 1 if h is even; (2) If G contains at most one vertex of degree not 
exceeding $h - 1, then G has at least 2+@(h) noncritical vertices. The results are best possible 
in the sense that under either condition there exist, for every h, infinitely many graphs 
containing exactly the specified minimum number of noncritical vertices. 

All concepts not defined here may be found in Harary [3]. A graph G is 
h-connected if for every S c V(G) with ISI < h, the graph G -S is connected 
(G -S is an abbreviation of (V(G) - S), the subgraph of G induced by V(G) - S). 
The connectivity of G, denoted K(G), is the maximum value of F. for which G is 
h-connected. A vertex II of G is called K-critical (or just critical) if K(G --a) = 

K(G) - 1. The number of noncritical vertices of 6 is denoted by T(G). We say 
that G is criticalZy h-connected if K(G) = h and ~(6) = 0. If A c V(G), then N(A) 
denotes the set of all vertices of G -A adjacent to vertices in A. Furthermore, d 
is defined as V(G)-(A UN(A)). A subset T of V(G) is a vertex cut of G if G - T 
is disconnected. A k-uerzex cut is a vertex cut of k elements. A minimum vertex 
cut is a K(G)-vertex cut. Following Hamidoune, we define a subset A of V(G) to 
be a fragment of G if d #$I and N(A) is a minimum vertex cut of G. If A is a 
fragment and N(A) = 7’, then A is said to be a fragment with respect to T. An 
endfrigment is a fragment that contains no other fragment as a proper subset. 

Lemma I. If A is an endfragment of a graph G, then N(A) is the only minimum 
vertex cut of G contained in A UN(A). 

Proof. By contradiction. Assume that A is an endfragment of G such that 
A UN(A) contains, next to N(A), another minimum vertex cut T of G. If N is a 
component of (A), then, N(A) being a minimum vertex cut, each vertex of 
N(A)- T is adjacent to at least one vertex of H. This is true for all components of 
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(A), implying that (ff W (N(A) - 7’)) is connected. Hence there exists a fragment 
B with respect to T witb B =I A U (N(A) - T). The fragment B is then properly 
contained in the endfragment A, which is impossible. Cl 

A vertex cut Tl interferes with a vertex cut T2 if at least two components of 
G - T1 contain vertices of T2. 

Lemmm 2. If T1 and Tz are distirzt minimum vertex cuts of a graph G, then T1 
interferes with T2 if and only if T2 interferes with T1. 

Proof. Assume that T1 does not interfere with T2. Let H1 be the component of 
G - T1 that contains all vertices of Tz - Ti and let Hz be another component of 
G - T1. Since Tl is a minimum vertex cut, each vertex of Tl - T2 is adjacent to 
one or more vertices of If*, so (V(&J U (Tl - T2)) is connected. Thus all vertices 
of TI - T2 *we in the same component of G - T2. In other words, T2 does not 
interfere with T,. The argument of symmetry completes the proof. q 

In view of Lemma 2 we may speak without ambiguity of interfering minimum 
vertex cuts. 

Chartrand, Kaugars and Lick proved in [ 1 J that a critically h-connected graph 
G satisfies S(G) s$h - 1. An equivalent statement is 

Theorem A (Chartrand, Kaugars and Lick [In. If G is a graph with K(G) - h and 
S(G)>&-1, then ~(G)z=l. 

In Section 2 (Corollary 1) we improve this result by showing that under the 
conditions of Theorem A, r(G)2 h + 1 + E(h), where 

E(h) = 
0 if h is odd, 

1 if h is even. 

Ancjther generalization of Theorem 
:bat a critically h-connected graph 
exceLding $/I- 1, or equivalently, 

A was stated by Hamidoune [23. He proved 
contains ai least two vertices of degree not 

Theorem B (Hamidoune [2J). Let 4; be G graph with K(G) = h. If G contains at 
most one uertex of degree not exceeding $h - 1, then T(G) zs 1. 

This resuh, too, is sharpened in Section 2 (Theorem 2): if the conditions of 
Theorem B are must, then r(G)a2+ c(h). 

At the end of Section 2 our results are shown to be best possible (Propositions 
1 aild 2). 
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2. Reds 

Tbocem 1. If G is a gmph with K(G) = h arui 6(G)>$h - 1, then no en+agment 
of G contains a critical vertex. 

Roof. By contradiction. Let G be a graph with K(G) = h and S(G)>$h - 1 and 
assume there exists an endfragment A of G containing at least one critical vertex. 
Put N(A) = Tr. Since A contains a critical vertex, there exists an h-vertex cut Tz 
satisfying AnTZ#$i and, by Lemma 1, AnT,#@ Put hl=IAnT21,hz= 
IA n T21, hs = IT’, n Tzl, so that h1 + k2+ h3 = h. Denote by 48 the collection of alI 
connected fragments with respect to T2 that contain a vertex of TX. Since TX and 
T2 interfere, we conclude that Ial ~2. Let B be a fragment in 48 for which 
IB n T,I is minimum. Distinguishing two cases, we show first that IB n T*[ < $h and 
next that I3 c Tl. It then follows that the vertices of B have degree smaller than 
$h - 1 + h, contradicting the assumption that 9(G) > $h - 1. 

Case 1: hl < hp. The assumption S >@I - 1 implies that IAl >#L Since h1 &, 
there exists a vertex u E A - T2. By Lemma 1, T1 is the only h-vertex cut of 0 
contained in A U T,, so the graph H obtained from (A U T1) by joining each pair 
of nonadjacent ,vertices of Tl by an edge is (h + l)-connected, so that H - Tz is 
(h + 1 -hi-h&connected. In H- Tz there exist, by a variation on Mengsr’s 
theorem, h + l.- hl- h3 paths with origin u and terminus in Tl having only u in 
common. These paths can be chosen in such a way that none of them has an 
internal vertex belonging to T1. The paths are then subgraphs of ((A U Tl) - Tz) 
too. We con&de the existence of a fragment B1 in 93 that contains at least 
h + 1 - h1 - h3 vertices of Tl. Consequently, 

(BnT,I~(h-h,)-(h+l-h,-Iz,)=hl-l<bh. 

To show that B c T1 or, equivalently, B nA = B nA = a, assume the ~:ontrary. 
Suppose first that B 0 A # 8. Then (A n T2) U (B fl Tl) U (Tl fl T2) is a vertex cut 
of G satisfying 

which is impossible, since G is h-connected. 
Suppose next that B n A + 8. Then (A n T2) U (B n 7;) U (Tz n T2) is a vertex 

cut of G with 

This contradiction settles Case 1. 
Case 2: hl > hz. From the assumption S > $h - 1 we deduce that IdI >ih. Since 

&<ih, the set A - Tz is nonempty, v E A - T2 sq. An arg,ument similar to the 
one used in Case 1 yields that in the subgraph ((A U TJ - T2) of G there exist 
h -ha- h3 paths with origin v and terminus in Tl having only v in common. Thus 
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in 99 there is a fragment B2 containing at least h - hZ- h, vertices of Tr. It follows 

that 

It remains to be shown that B c Tr. 
AssumefirstthatBnA#~.Then(A~T,)U(B~T,)U(T,nT~)isavertexcut 

of G contained in A U T1. Moreover, 

I(AnT,)U(BnT,)U(T,nT&h,+h,+h,=h. 

G being h-connected, this inequality cannot be strict. However, since A is an 
endfragment of G, Lemma 1 implies that T1 is the only h-vertex cut contained in 
A U T,, a contradiction. 

Now suppose that B n A # 0. Then (A n Tz) U (B rl T,) U (Tl n T2) is a vertex 
cut of G satisfying 

I<a.nT,)U(BnT,)U(T,nT,)I~h,+h,+h, 

<h,+h,+h,= h. 

‘MS contradiction compietes the proof. Cl 

C~dlt!ry 1. Zf G is a graph with K(G)= h and S(G)>$h-- 1, then 7(G)b 
h + I + e(h). 

Proof. Since S(G) > $h - 1, every endfragment of G has at least {{(h -t 1)) ver- 
tices, where {x} denotes the smallest integer n for which n 3 x. G has at least two 
disjoint endfragments, so that, by Theorem 1, 

7(G}~Z.(f(h+l))=h+l+~(h). q 

Theorem 2. Let G be a graph with K(G) = h. If G contains at most one vertex of 
degree not exceeding sh- 1, then ~(G)32+~(h). 

?%oof. If S(G) > $h - 1, then the result follows from Theorem 1. Thus assume 
tha, 5 has a unique vertex v of degree at most ah- 1. We distinguish two cases. 

Case 1: v is noncritical. Let F be a fragment containing v and A an endfrag- 
ment contained in & All vertices of A have degree greater than $h - 1, so that 
/Ai > ih. Two subcases are now distinguished, 

Case 2.2: A = {v). By Lemma 1, the set N(A) is the only h-vertex cut of G 
contained in A UN(A). The vertex v being contained in no h-vertex cut of G, it 
follows that N(A) is the only h-vertex cut of G. Thus all vertices in A are 
noncritical, so that 

T(G)*(AI+ 1 a{;(h+ l)}+ 122+&(h). 

( ase 1.2: A -.(v}#@ N(A) does not conta,in v, so all vertices in N(A) have 
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degree greater than $h - 1. Moreover, since all vertices of A -(v} also have 
degree greater than $h - 1, it follows that IAl > $2. As in the proof of Theorem 1 
one now shows that A, being an endfragment, contains no critical vertex. Thus, 
again, 

Cuse 2: u is critical. Let 7’ be an h-vertex cut containiug v. Then there exist 
endfragments Al, AZ of G such that Al, A2 and T are mutually disjoint. Again 
we distinguish two subcases. 

Case 2.1: No uertex in Al U A2 is criticaL Since UC Al UA2, all vertices of 
A, UA2 have degree greater than $h - 1, so that \A,1 >& and IA21 >$h. Conse- 

quently, 

Case 2.2: Al U A2 contains a critical uertex. Assume, without loss of general- 
ity, that some vertex in At is critical. In view of Lemma 1 this means that some 
h-vertex cut ‘I1 of G interferes with ZV(A,). As in the proof of Theorem 1 one 
now concludes the existence of a fragment I3 with respect to I’, all of whose 
vertices are in N(A,) and have degree smaller than $h - 1. Note that, in consequ- 
ence, Case 2.2 does not occur for h = 2. Since tl is the only vertex of G of degree 
not exceeding $h - 1, it follows that B = (u}, T1 = N((u}) and deg u = h. Moreover, 
all vertices in Al UA2 not adjacent to u are noncritical, N((u)) being the only 
h-vertex cut interfering with N(A,) or N(A,) (or both). The vertices in A1 U AZ 
all have degree greater than $h - 1, implying that IA, U A21 2 
2.#h+l)}=h+l+c(h). Since degu=h, at least l+&(h) vertices of A1UA2 
are not adjacent to v. If no vertex of A2 is adjacent to v, then all vertices of AZ 
are noncritical and hence, since h k 3, 

Now assume that both N(A1) and N(A,) contain u. Then, to guarantee that the 
vertices of Al U A2 which are not adjacent to v have degree greater than $h - 1, it 
is in fact necessary that IA, U A*( > h + 2 + e(h). Consequently, 

T(G)~IA~UA.~~-IN((ZI})I ah+2+e(h)--h=2+&(h). 0 

The lower bounds for T(G). as given in Corollary 1 and Theorem 2, are sharp. 
This assertion is specified in the Propositions 1 and 2 below. 

First we define inductively the labelled graph Gn,h (n 3 h) with vertex set 

1 Ul, u2, - -. , v,}: (i) {{VI. u2,. . . , q,}) is complete, 

(ii) ({u,, u2, , . . , Vi, Vi+*}) is obtained from ({v,, ~2, . . . , Vi}) by joining Vi+1 to 
Vi-h+l, vi-h+29 s m m 9 Vi (hsisn-1). 

Propositbn 1. For every h and every n - > 2h + 1 + I there exists a graph I&J, of 

order n such that 
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(b) WH,,_hP;h - 1, 
(c) T(H,,J = h + 1 + c(h). 

Proof. HRh is defined by performing in succession the following construction 
steps: (1) V(Hnh):={ul, uzI. . . , u,, w,, u2,. . . + u,, wlr w-,, . . . , We} where t = 

i(h+l+c(h)) and s=n-22t; 

(2) ({u,, u2, * - - , us)) := e;,h ; 

(3) (iut* l.42, * * - , 4)) is complete and, for 1 c i G t, q is joined to ul, u2, . . . , th ; 

(4) ({WI, w2, - * - , wt}) is complete and, for 1 c is t, wi is joined to 

Us-h+lr Us-h+2, *. . , us. 

&, satisfies (a) and (b). Furthermore, ut, u2, . . . , u,, w,, w2, . . . , w, are the only 
noncritical vertices of Hkhr so that Hmh also satisfies (c). Cl 

Proposition 2. For every pair of integers (h, n) satisfying either h = 2 and n 2 5 or 
h 2 3 and n 3 2h + 2 + e(h) there exists a graph kh of order n such that 

(a) u&h) = h, 
(b) L,, contains a unique vertex of degree at most $h - 1, 
(c) 7(L.,,) = 2+ e(h). 

Proof. We distinguish two cases. 
Case 1: h = 2. Obtain L, from Hnw2 by deleting the vertex u1 of Hn2. Then 

K&J) = 2 and 242 is the only vertex; of degree 2 of L2. The noncritical vertices of 
L.2 are ~2, wI and ~2. Thus I,,2 satisfies (a), (b) and (c), settling Case 1. 

Cat? 2: h 3 3. Now construct &h by going through successively the following 
steps: (1) V(L.,): ={u,, u2,. . . , 1ok, ul. u2,. . . , k, wl, w2,. . . , w,,;. 2) where 
m=$h+l+~(h)) and k=n-2m-2; 

(2) ({U,, U2.. . . , U&:=&h-.,; 

(3 ({u,, u2, . . . , u,,,}) is complete and, for 1 d i <mm, 4 is joined to 
01. tl2,. . . , u,,-1; 

(4) ({w,, w2, * * . , wm+J) is complete and, for 1 d ia m + 1, Wi is joined to 

ok- h+2+ uk-h+3.. . . . uk; 

(9 2 is joined to ul, u2,. . . , y,, wlr w2,. . _, wh-,,,. 

1: is easily seen that t is the only vertex of I.nh of degree not exceeding $h - 1 
(deg z = h) and K(I.,,~) = h. The only noncritical vertices of I,,h are 

wh ,,x+tr Wh--m+2,. . . , W,,,+l, SO that 

G,,,h)=(m+l)-(h-m)=2m+1-h=h+1+e(h)+l-h=2+e(h). Cl 
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